Fast 3D 1H spectroscopic imaging at 3 Tesla using spectroscopic missing-pulse SSFP with 3D spatial preselection.
Three-dimensional (3D) (1)H MR spectroscopic imaging (SI) allows metabolic changes in human tissue to be identified. In clinical practice, fast acquisition techniques are required to achieve an adequate spatial resolution within acceptable total measurement times. In this study a novel fast pulse sequence for 3D (1)H SI based on the condition of steady-state free precession (SSFP), termed "spectroscopic missing-pulse SSFP" (spMP-SSFP), is proposed. It combines 3D spatial preselection with the acquisition of full spin echoes (SEs), and thus makes subsequent phase correction of spectra redundant. The sequence was applied to a phantom and healthy human brains in vivo at 3 Tesla. Metabolic images are acquired with a spatial resolution of 1.8 cm(3) within a total measurement time of about 6 min. With a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per unit measurement time compared to previous spectroscopic SSFP implementations, 3D spatial preselection can now be realized with spMP-SSFP. Since the method does not require separate techniques for water and lipid suppression, and employs a simple data-processing approach, spMP-SSFP is a robust, fast SI method that requires only minimal user interaction.